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		Naturaleza Suite
		 Carmen Maret
1. I. Octopus Fantasma (chacarera) 4:51
2. II. Zamba de los Toros (zamba) 2:54
3. III. Rio Sin Tiempo (chaconne) 4:43
4. IV. Mantis Religiosa (tango) 3:22
5. V. Snake Dreams (chamamé) 2:00

		 Phoenix Trilogy
		
6.
7.
8.

Andrew Bergeron
I. Clock Time 3:43
II. Dreaming to Live 4:35
III. Living Now 4:34

9. Folias Variations 9:26
		 Andrew Bergeron
10. Resurrección
		 Astor Piazzolla

del Ángel 6:56

11. Escualo 3:41
		 Astor Piazzolla
12. Milonga Gris 5:50
		 Carlos Aguirre
13. Impossible Eclipse 5:16
		Bergeron/Maret
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Carmen Maret
flute, alto flute, piccolo
Andrew Bergeron
guitar

Close both eyes to see
with the other. —Rumi
The pinhole photography included
in this booklet is a reflection of the music
composition process. Anything really
worth seeing, or hearing, takes time.
In our culture of immediate gratification
most of us look at pictures the way we
listen to music, as bits of information kept
on devices where they are duplicated and
shared— absolutely immediate, and often
instantaneously forgotten, disposable.
The photos here were taken with two
different pinhole cameras I made by hand,
one out of a square cookie tin and the
other from a round single malt scotch tin,
both with a 5x7 paper negative taped to
the inside. It is a method based on camera
obscura, a technique of producing images
written about in ancient China and later
tested in darkrooms where initially people
had to enter in complete darkness.
In pinhole photography I am seeking
the intangible and with it I’m able to find
new, yet ancient, aesthetics to express my
thoughts, memories, and feelings of the
places we travel. Pinhole photography
is lens free. Light enters a small hole
(literally the size of the tip of a pin) and
the light burns an image upside down
on the paper. The shortest exposure time
to take a paper negative pinhole photo
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in full sunlight is forty seconds. The longest
exposure here, Teddy Lake Sky at Dusk,
took four and a half minutes. The images
have true depth perception. Everything
is in focus whether close or far away.
When I started taking pinholes in 2011
I used a commercial developer, but
switched to caffenol in 2013 which is
a homemade solution I make with instant
coffee, washing soda, and vitamin C.
In taking pinhole pictures or composing
music we have to imagine the outcome
in advance, like dreaming life before
it’s lived. There’s no viewfinder for either,
and no matter the genre or the equipment
used, we don’t know how it is going to
turn out. Many photos don’t make it;
they come out as blank white sheets
of paper. But the survivors rise out of the
dark coffee-based liquid in my basement
developing room as whole moments
captured on paper.
So, too, it is with our music. Many
compositions don’t make it, but the
ones that survive emanate from our
instruments as sound dreaming to live
as music.
Carmen Maret, January 2017
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2013. Montpellier, France

Aspen Grove

2015. Santa Fe National Forest, New Mexico.

Saugatuck Dunes State Park
2011. Saugatuck, Michigan.
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Grevenburg Castle Ruins
2013. Traben-Trarbach, Germany.

Druid Arch

2013. Canyonlands National Park, Utah.
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DUNE TREE

2014. Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore, Michigan.

Ocotillo Grove

2015. Big Bend National Park, Texas.
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Mansare Well

2013. Conakry, Guinée, West Africa.

Charlie the Cat

2014. Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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Hot Springs District

2015. Big Bend National Park, Texas.

I-80 Dino

Östermalm

2016. Wyoming.

2013. Stockholm, Sweden.
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The Blue Bridge

2011. Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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The Ranger III

2012. Houghton, Michigan.

Calumet Theater

2012. Calumet, Michigan.
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Teddy Lake Sky at Dusk

2014. Craig Lake State Park, Michigan.

Craig Lake

2014. Craig Lake State Park, Michigan.
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Masonic Temple

2015. Santa Fe, New Mexico.

You guys are
living the dream!

But rather, nature as life force, which
thankfully takes all of us for good,
tempers us through trials, ultimately
transforming us for the better.

This is what people tell us. We love this
salutation but at the same time we are also
wary of it. There is an implicit foreboding
behind it, as if we should enjoy the dream
now because later, in our more mundane,
non-musical adult lives, everything might
be a lot less... well, dreamy. It suggests,
however, we are doing meaningful work,
following a true calling, and for this work
we are truly grateful. To travel together,
perform, tour, and brave the challenges of
composing music is in fact a dream we live.

The music and dance of Argentina
is the muse for Carmen’s Naturaleza Suite
which includes some of the lesser
known dance forms zamba, chamamé,
and chacarera, as well as the more
universally known tango. The chaconne,
though not specifically from Argentina,
originated in South America and was
repurposed in western classical music.
Carmen’s chaconne, Rio sin tiempo,
is in an unconventional 5/4 meter and
flows through the middle of the suite
symbolizing eternity and the unmanifested.

The title track for this album Dreaming
to Live explores the capacity for caring,
for being absolutely awake, and for
moving dreams into peaceful action.
We like what Pema Chödrön has to say
about dreams. She says, “Life is a dream,
death is a dream, waking is a dream,
sleeping is a dream,” however, she
continues, “holding on to the ‘story’
of our dream blocks our wisdom.”
The music on this album relates to
concepts we have been interested in as
composers: nature, time, and existence.
When we refer to nature, we don’t mean
a benign idealized place to take selfies in
our leisure time with our mobile devices.
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The vision for Andrew’s Phoenix Trilogy
came from his fascination with the
philosophy of existence. Its three
movements are put together in classical
era sonata form, fast - slow - fast. The two
outer fast movements are Clock Time,
a reflection of the frenetic nature of our
lives, and Living Now, hinting at the
writings of Eckhart Tolle, whose prose
we both appreciate for what it means
to “live in the now.”
Harmonically, Andrew deviates in the
Phoenix Trilogy from typical harmonic
practices. Especially in the title track
Dreaming to Live, he moves the chords

by an interval of a third which gives the
music an elusive quality. Rhythmically,
Andrew borrows some tricks from the
Argentine composer Astor Piazzolla,
who modified the traditional tango
rhythm pattern of 3+3+2. In Living Now,
Andrew adds an extra set of two beats
to the groove, while in Piazzolla’s Escualo,
the first set of three beats occasionally get
chopped off. Both outcomes make for an
uneasy feeling of tango in five.
Andrew wrote Folias Variations in 2014
while on the road in Michigan. Based on
the Renaissance La Folia tune in D minor,
he composed all eleven of the variations
by hand on staff paper without playing
them back for reference, a practice his
composition teacher, Bob Shechtman,
insisted on when he was in school.
Written in coffee shops, on boats,
in rustic cabins, and while backpacking
on Isle Royale National Park, Andrew
says the whole process was like being
a composer in a candy store.
Resurrección del Ángel is the final part
of Piazzolla’s incidental music written
for Alberto Rodríguez Muñoz’s 1962 play
El tango del Ángel. Our interpretation
here is informed by the live performance
of Piazzolla’s famous quintet at the
Montreal Jazz Festival in 1984, particularly
the melodic line embellishments by

violinist Fernando Suárez Paz and the
mysterious and perfectly timed marcato
bass line by Héctor Console.
Carlos Aguirre’s Milonga Gris is a piece we
came across during a visit to Buenos Aires.
The intersection of classical, tango,
and jazz reflects Aguirre’s own interests
as a pianist and composer. As classical
musicians who also study improvisation,
tango is a perfect platform for us
to combine the two approaches.
Our improvisations here give us a couple
of moments to expand on Aguirre’s
interesting melodic and rhythmic shapes.
Carmen drafted Impossible Eclipse in
December 2011 right after a full eclipse
of the moon. An impossible eclipse is
when both the full eclipse of the moon
and the sun can be seen at the same time.
It’s an optical illusion; the visual distortion
created by the earth’s atmosphere tricks
us into thinking the sun is still there even
though the line of horizon has already
moved past. It was a difficult piece to finish
and it languished, stewing on the back
burner until 2016 when Andrew picked
it up. This is often the way we collaborate
as composers; we bring our music to life
through a dream that is truly shared.
Carmen and Andrew

